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An online ecological data publishing

service for ecologists to publish rich 

datasets  in the ÆKOS data store  



publish your data 
The Submission Harmonisation and Retrieval of Ecological Data (SHaRED) is 
an online data submission tool for ecologists to upload and publish ecological 
datasets into the Australian Ecological Knowledge Observation System (ÆKOS) 
data store. Data are accessible at a survey level rather than as individual sites. 
SHaRED was released in May 2014 and can be accessed by scanning the SHaRED 
QR code on the front of the postcard and then bookmarking it or by visiting 
http://shared.org.au on a desktop or laptop.

peer recognition via citations
Published datasets in SHaRED can be discovered, viewed and 
retrieved by your peers for collaborations on new ecological 
research using the ÆKOS data portal at www.aekos.org.au 
or by scanning the ÆKOS QR code. When peers publish their 
work using your data in scientific journals, your research is 
acknowledged through citations using a Digital Object Identifier similar to that 
used in published scientific papers.

data descriptions for reuse
SHaRED’s data entry form guides data authors through the capture of structured 
metadata so that authors can fully describe their datasets in lots of detail and 
help data users to understand the research behind a dataset and how best to use 
it. Your datasets are valuable and your peers will wish to use your data for new 
science. The more information data authors provide about  their datasets often 
enhances the chances of new collaborations and more citations. 

blog for support
SHaRED has a blog for online support, feedback and comments in general. Visit 
www.shared-aekos.blogspot.com.au
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